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11INTRODUCTION OF ADDITIONAL OBSERVERS

Dr. KLINE, United States, introduced his-colleague, Dr. Wilbar,

and requested that Dr. Wilbar be regarded as an additional observer

for the United States.

Dr. J. HENG LIU, China, introduced Dr. C. H. Yen, and requested

his inclusion in the official list as a delegate. ,

The CHAIRMAN welcomed both Dr. Wilbar and Dr. Yen to the Committee.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF 1952 PROGRAMME AND PROGRA FOR l95.

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR then introduced document No. 5 and

explained that when the Regional Office was set up last September with

a very *mall staff, the 1952 programme had had to be prepared under

considerable difficulties and in a great hurry. It had in many cases

been impossible to contact Governments and the programme for 1952

therefore had to be based on whatever previous discussions had taken

place. Experience had since shown the necessity for certain modifica-

tions, and those had been made wherever possible within the budgetary

limitations. The present meeting would, however, be mainly concerned

with the 1953 programme proposals, which were to be submitted to the

Director-General and eventually to the Fifth World Health Assembly

next May. The present document had been drawn up mainly on the basis

of requests received from Governments, but partly again on the basis

of previous consultations, since not all members had submitted their

detailed suggestions in time.

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR further explained that the ceiling of

expenditure for the Region in 1953 had already been fixed by

WHO and that if members of the Committee wished to suggest modifica-

tions in the proposed programme the total amount must still remain the

same,

Dr. SOUVANNAVONG, Laos, said he had examined the programme

proposed for his country, and suggested that instead of sending two

international teams, one for malaria and one for venereal diseases,

the Organization should send only one team; the funds thus saved to

be spent on more equipment and supplies, especially prefabricated

housing for dispensaries and for the team, since no suitable accommoda-

tion existed in Laos.

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR explained that the provision of buildings

and of housing was one of the responsibilities of the Government, and

that the Organization, with its limited resources, was unable to use

funds for such a purpose. As to supplies and equipment, he believed
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.that the Gc vernmrent were to .s ni t : an official, request to 30A... it

woul d be favourably considered.

D^^.. DAN, Vietnams thought that the request put forward by the

delegate from or ^I+^-•'.d be considered seriously. Conditions in his

country, P:3 in Lac-, were such that he felt a more modest programme,

concentrating on' -- r;, specific point now would be better than an.

ambitious programme, of wider scope -which- might prove fruitful at some

distaflt, future time. .

Dr. KOO of Korea had also some amendments to suggest to. his.

country. 's programme.

Dr. FTLtPPI, Frame, said that he wished to make a verb al report

cu the French territories at a later stage in the proceedings. He.

. would 1.!'^ to sl3 w ,; t1.7.3 delegate from Laos in his remark : concerning
44 E, de.'xrability of r'rvtding prefabricated buildings. He would also

t:, in,:, ..._d whether there was still opportunity to add some

.. ' visions under "Countries Undesignated" in the 1953 programme.

T.u.REGIONAL DIRECTOR pointed out that the programmes in question

!.ad been prepare, : a"ter discussion with the Grnrornments.

I" wa,- e 3c: ' 'ad .h..t the matter should be further discussed between

the de' E.g .tes -r(' V I :sgional Director, outside he meeting hours.

Dr', Bjilmer, Netherlands, referred to page 60 "Countries

TTndeQir^^F Cdn. M'.st"ted that. his country,, the Netherlands happened

to be )ne of them, The Netherlands wwre. represented here as being

re3pr^gible for Netherlands New Guinea . Seeing on page 59 under+

point 9, "fellowships undesignated", he would like to ask if it might

be possible to grant oi,e, or perhaps two fellowships on Malaria Control

to New Guinea.. This country had not yet had the opportunity to express

its need.. .

Dr. YANAGtICHI, Japan, thanked the: Organisation for having includ-

ed requests from his country in the proposed programme and budget, in

spite of their very recent membership and consequent late submission

of requests . He was anxious to know whether Jartn could have, the

environmental sanitation personnel requested by them. The Regional

Director explained that it was hoped next year to. have a Regional

adviser in Env .. Sar,;' .' ton and that his advice ?,:ould be available . to

Japan. If this should not be possible a short term consultant could be

made available. .

Dr. DAN, Vietnam, said that the Vietnamese :^elegatioa accept^rd

the proposed M H programme for his country for 1952 as it was, but

wished to discuss more fully the-MM programme proposed for 1953 before
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it was presented to the World Health Assembly.

The anti malaria control programme had not been accepted by the

Vietnamese Government, because under the present circumstances the

work carried on by the anti-malaria teams was more important than

theoretical studies by malariologists. However after, his recent inter

views. with the Public Health Administrator of WHO, Dr. DAN thought that

discussions on this matter could be undertaken between WHO and the

Vietnamese Government.

The proposed anti-tuberculosis programme for 1952 was-accepted

without modification, but the BCG pilot project should be more careful-

ly studied before it was carried out!

The nursing project as it appeared in WHO Official Record No. 31,

had not received the approval of the Vietnamese Government because,the

three nursing schools already existing took care of present essential

needs in this field. The problem was, however, open to discussion;

the Vietnamese Delegation approved the new method of-training nurses by

nursing teachers, a system which was more advantageous than the one so

far used in Vietnam, namely that of having only doctors taking care of

nurses '. training.

Dr. DAN, also asked for more information concerning the five

sanitary engineers appearing in. his Government' s programme but not in

the Regional Director's project.

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR replied that the sanitary engineers had been

replaced by fellowships, which were alternatively requested, and that

as the Saigon Medical School had refused assistance, this item had been

removed from the programme.. If delegates wished to make any adjustments

in the proposals . this. should be done during the meetings here in Manila,

as immediately afterwards the programme would be sent to Headquarters

to be included in the Director General's programme and budget.

Dr. YEO, United Kingdom, asked whether projects could be modified

or . cancelled if the original conditions could not be met, and was

assured by the Regional Director-that they could,always provided that

as modified they remained within b.dgetary limitations.

Referring to Dr.'Filippi's^request, the Regional Director explained

that items were not put under "Countries Undesignated" because there were
no definite plans for them. On the contrary, all projects. shown there
were specifically planned, but it was not known at the moment where they
would take place. The kind of additional projects Dr. Filippi had in
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mind, for territories which had not been included:.because it was not

know w what their needs, were, could be officially. requested by the res-

ponsible Government authorities, . ald would, be considered if budget

savings became available-later,,in the year. However, he emphasised

that the Secretariat;^could.take no'action without an official request

from the Government.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 4:00 p.m.
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